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Catholic Institute of Toulouse
The Catholic Institute of Toulouse (ICT)

is the distant heir of the medieval university founded in 1229. It is an academic centre made up of Faculties, organizations and Colleges. It is a place dedicated to education and research that welcomes people of different social classes, cultures and sensibilities. Devoted to society and the Church, the Catholic Institute of Toulouse proclaims the values that made its renown: open-mindedness, respect for all, attention to the weak, commitment and the will to progress together.

The classes and researches carried out in ICT are based on the Gospel inspired thinking and discernment.

The Catholic Institute of Toulouse welcomes over 3200 students, 550 of which come from foreign countries.

Catholic University of Toulouse welcomes international students within the Program Erasmus+, bilateral cooperation with European and international universities or organizations.

Our strengths:
- Individual follow up
- Professionalization
- Job search advice
- Focused on international exchanges
- Student life and students clubs
- Internal scholarships
- Accommodation

Success rate in 2012-2013 of undergraduate students:
from 79% to 98% according to the course.

Luc-Thomas Somme, Rector of the Catholic Institute of Toulouse (ICT)
Your way around the Catholic Institute of Toulouse:

- **Religious and theological disciplines**
  - Faculty of Theology
    - Toulouse Biblical Teaching (TEB)
    - Institute of Science and Theology in Religions (ISTR)
  - Institute of Religious and Pastoral Studies (IERP)
  - Faculty of Canon Law

- **Ethics**
  - Higher School of Science Ethics (ESES)
  - Management and Ethical Center (CEM)
  - Jean Rodhain’s Chair
  - Higher School for quality, safety, environment and health at work (ESQESE)

- **Culture and Arts**
  - Institute of Sacred Arts and Musics (IAMS)
  - “Georges Baccrabère” Museum
  - Exhibition room

- **Philosophical, liberal arts and humanities disciplines**
  - Faculty of Philosophy
  - Faculty of Arts and Humanities
    - Academic Institute of French Language and Culture (IULCF)
  - Higher Institute for Training of the Teachers in Catholic Institutions Midi-Pyrénées (ISFEC)

- **Law, social science and communication disciplines**
  - Faculty of Law
  - Bachelor of European Communication
  - Higher Institution for Communication, Audiovisual and Multimedia (ISCAM)
Training:

> Bachelor:
  . European Communication
  . Law
  . Canon Law
  . History
  . Applied Foreign Languages
  . Literature
  . Cultural Mediation and communication
  . Philosophy
  . Psychology
  . Educational Sciences
  . Theology

> Masters:
  . Canon Law
  . Education
  . European Heritage Management
  . Health Psychology
  . Philosophy
  . HSEQ Manager
  . Youth Book Profession
  . Theology

> Apprenticeship and sandwich-training:
  . Health Safety Environment Quality (HSEQ) Coordinator,
    Master HSEQ Manager

> University Diploma:
  . Science and Health Ethics
  . Management of Corporate Social Responsibility
  . Trainer for Teachers
  . Preparing for Teaching examinations

For further information: www.ict-toulouse.fr
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ESPACE UNIVERSITAIRE GRAND SUD-OUEST
Etablissement Privé d’Enseignement Supérieur et de Recherche, reconnu d’utilité publique
Membre de la Fédération Internationale des Universités Catholiques (FIUC)